
 
 

Associated Student Body Campaign Rules 
Due to distant learning some of the usual guidelines may not be applicable during distance 

learning. The following has been created to help students campaign fairly through social media.  
 

DO’s: 
1. Use social media outlets that are password protected and only allows the candidate running for 
office to post appropriate content suitable for St. Genevieve. 

2. Encourage classmates to share your campaign posts. 

3. Share one campaign poster with the ASB Executives to post on the ASB Instagram page. 

4. Use appropriate language on ALL signs in keeping with St. Genevieve’s Code of Conduct. 

5. Be mindful of your background, music selection, and any other effects in your posts.  

6. Abide by the Parent-Student Handbook. 

 
DON’Ts: 
1. Post signs over any other candidate’s signs 
2. Use derogatory comments toward your opponents since it will result in your referral to the Director of 
Character Formation and may also result in your removal from the ballot. 
3. Over spend on your campaign, no more than $50 should be spent on campaigning. Verifiable receipts 
should be held for each item being used, should an inquiry be made about your campaign cost.  
4. Bribe, pay, or make unrealistic promises to students that you cannot fulfill  
5. Use material that references inappropriate content from social media or the internet 

6. Move or remove another candidate’s signs, concerns may be addressed to an administrator. 
7. Post inappropriate comments towards other candidates or students, liking an inappropriate or offensive 

comment may also result in serious consequences.  
 
Teachers, administrators and staff may not campaign for individual students. Support for all students running for 
office is encouraged.  
 

CONSEQUENCES: 
Students not abiding by the rules, may receive a warning from the class ASB Moderator or Director of Character Formation. 
Students continuing to violate the rules may be removed from running for office. 


